Instructions for descaling Lavazza DESÉA
1. Remove the water tank and empty it completely, then remove the milk frother
2. Fill the tank with Lavazza descaling solution and water as described on the
packaging of the descaling product. Place the water tank back onto the coffee
machine.
3. Place a container that holds hold more than 0.5 litres under the dispensing spout.
4. Plug the coffee machine in but do not turn it on.
5. Activate the descaling mode on the coffee machine
Activating decaling mode on your Desea
Activating the descaling mode of your machine will be dependent on the serial number of
your machine:
Before serial number 1947S001034762
• you have to press the Espresso and Long Espresso buttons to access the descale
mode
After serial number 1947S001034762
• you have to press the Free Dose and Long Espresso buttons to access the descale
mode.
Once the Descaling mode has been activated:
6. Press the FREE DOSE button to start the descaling cycle. If the FREE DOSE button is
not pressed within 9 minutes from the signal tone, the coffee machine will switch
back to stand-by mode and you will need to repeat the process to start the descaling
cycle.
7. The coffee machine will start heating up and the FREE DOSE button will start
flashing.
8. The machine will automatically start descaling once it has heated up.
9. When the machine has used all the liquid in the water tank, the process will be
momentarily suspended. Empty the container used to collect the solution.
10. Remove the water tank, rinse and wash carefully. Fill with fresh, still, drinking
water up to the MAX level.
11. Put the water tank back onto the machine.

12. Place a container that holds hold more than 0.5 litres under the dispensing spout.
13. Press the FREE DOSE button to start the rinse cycle.
14. Repeat step 10, 11, 12 & 13 until the machine does not display the descaling light,
which indicates your machine is complete descaled. (descaling is not complete until
the light goes out)
15. After the machine has finished dispensing, clean with a soft, damp cloth.
16. Once you have cleaned the machine, the descaling process is complete. The
machine is now ready to use.

